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•Attachment _:
Status of Individual Interviews
































































































Jim Griffith, Bldg. Bureau
Ernie Bonner, Planning Bureau
Lloyd Keefe, Planning Bureau
Ranjana Blackett, ONA



































































































Housing Authority of Portland
Fred Rosenbaum
Lyndon Musolf
Ptld. Development Commission
Bob Ames
Louis Scherzer
Ned Look
Elaine Cogan
Development Community
Mitchell Drake
Joe Weston
Nordstrom's
Joe Labadie
Stan Goodell
Pete Mark
Doug Goodman
Harold Pollin
Harold Saltzman
Jordan Schnitzer
Harold Schnitzer
Cliff Alterman
Al Solheim
Jerry Bidwell
Architects, Planners, Engineers
Richard Ivey
Richard Brainard
Jon Schleuning
Si Stanich
Dick Norman
Howard Glazer
Roger Shiels
John Perry
Jim Andrews
Martha Peck
Howard McKee
Vern Rifer
Bob Belcher
Car! Buttke
Yes
Yes
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Yes
Yes
Yes
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Yes
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Yes
Yes
Yes
Deceased
Yes
In Bend, OR
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Published
Published
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X
X
X
DMJM
Bob Perron
Bud Orringdulph
George McMath
Al Beckendorf
Multnomah County
Don Clark
Mel Gordon
Dave Hupp
Dennis Buchanan
Bob Baldwin
State of Oregon
Arnold Cogan
Tel Hallock
Len Bergstein
Eldon Hout
Hector MacPherson
Earl Blumenauer
Rick Gustafson
Bill Bradbury
Community Participants
Valerie Peurasaari Hope
Jane Cease
Ron Cease
Norm Boice
Don Sterling
Nohad Toulon
Sally Landauer
Charlie Merton
Betty Merton
Elsa Coleman
Vera Katz
Tom Walsh
Gordon Oliver
Stan Pintarich
Lee Perlman
Phil Adamsak
Maureen McCarthy
Gretchen Kafoury
Allison/Bob Belcher
Margaret Strachan
Frank Chown
Moshe Lenske
Andy Raubeson
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Published
Published
Deceased
Published
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XGil Lulay
Isabelle Ashcraft
Bill Blosser
Sarah Gay
Dennis Buchanan
Yes
Yes
Yes
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